
Attention!

Let’s speak about famous people in…
ANIMATION!



Emil Reno, the world's first animator, did a lot for the development of cartoons. He not only 
created the technology for making animated films and an apparatus for showing them, but 
also used soundtracks.

The animation revolution can be considered the famous Walt Disney, who first created the 
first cartoon with sound in 1928, and after 9 years, thanks to his efforts, the first color 
cartoon “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” appeared. Subsequently, the Walt Disney 
studio and its cartoons became the most famous in the world.
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Disney Studios
In 1928, a new cartoon character appeared - a mouse named Mortimer. Soon, in the same 
year, and the world's first cartoon "Steamboat Willie". At the very beginning of the ship's 
captain, Mickey Mouse appeared, who was voiced by Disney himself. After 9 years, the first 
full-length color cartoon “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” appeared, and a little later, 
Guffy and Pluto, the famous Disney cartoon dogs. In the 40th year, the cartoon Pinocchio was 
released.

In 1955, the first Disneyland amusement park founded by Disney appeared, and in 1961 
Disney founded the Art Institute in California. Disney created a lot of cartoons both 
according to his own script, and based on various fairy tales. Cinderella, Peter Pan, Beauty 
and the Beast are just a few of the works created at Disney's studio. He passed away in 1966.
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The first Russian animator was Alexander Shiryaev, 
choreographer of the Mariinsky Theater, creator of the world's 
first puppet films. From 1906 to 1909 he put on a series of tapes 
with dancing figures against a background of motionless 
scenery, in which he accurately reproduced ballet parts. The 
creation of the first film took three months. During this time, 
Shiryaev kicked a hole in the floor, as he was constantly between 
the movie camera and the scenery.

In our country Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Kotyonochkin is 
considered the most famous animator. He is the director of such 
well-known cartoons as “Well, wait a minute!”, “Traveling frog” 
and “Kitten from Lizyukova Street”, as well as an animator and 
artist of dozens of other Soviet and Russian cartoons, shot 
mainly from various fairy tales.
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Today, animation has reached great heights: a variety of puppet cinematography, three-dimensional 
graphics, special effects that can not be distinguished from different ones, a mixture of different styles - 
all this helps to reproduce the picture invented by the animator in his head. Let's see and hear about the 
many works of animators of our time!


